
Thoughts from New Zealand...

This is meant to be abrief mind provoking article which intends to switeh on your brain for a sec and
foeus on study abroad. The prospective is to eneourage and to point out how easy it is to broaden
your horizons internationally and that the main obstacle to aehieving this goal is yourself.

People keep telling me how great, amazing and awesome their exchange year was in Spain, Italy or somewhere
else on the globe. Weil, it's not always as superb as c1aimed and there are drawbacks that come with it, but in
the end it's always worth the effort. If your main objeetive is to leam a second language, the easiest approach
is to either'go abroad for an exchange year or for your diploma thesis.

However if you're stuck in Graz, for whatever reason, and are still keen on improving your language skills or on
picking up new language skills, I warmly recommend the ,,(Institut für) Sprach- und postraduale Ausbildung".
Another great opportunity to acquire language skills and meet native speakers is to become amentor with the
"Referat für Auslandsbeziehungen". Still keep in mind that this option, as any other in Austria, can only give you
the basis. To fully comprehend a language there's no way around going abroad.

up them,

Fairly often, whilst writing on your thesis, you might encounter the problem that your aetive vocabulary knowledge
is roughly half of your passive one (at the moment that's what happens to me quite often here in Christchurch).
Again, see it as achallenging opportunity to improve your second language. .

Keep in mind those acquired language skills will make it way easier for you to find jobs in Europe and even
overseas. Dare to jump into the unknown and you'lI see how good it feels to experience new attitudes, cultures
and ideas. Don't be a chicken and 'wuss out' on such a good opportunity; or you'lI never experience what Kiwis
mean by saying "Get your A into G".....

For further inquiries or if there's anything unclear or needs further c1arification, please feel free to
eontact me: tonyw@sbox.tugraz.at
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